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Mr. Sudbury

� Chemistry is the study of the properties and 
behavior of matter.

� MatterMatterMatterMatter is the physical material of the 
universe
•Has mass
•Occupies space

� Physical propertiesPhysical propertiesPhysical propertiesPhysical properties:  Measured without 
changing the substance (melting point, color)

� Chemical propertiesChemical propertiesChemical propertiesChemical properties:  Describe how 
substances react to form different substances 
(hydrogen burns in oxygen)

� Intensive propertiesIntensive propertiesIntensive propertiesIntensive properties:  Do not depend on the 
amount of substance (melting point)

� Extensive propertiesExtensive propertiesExtensive propertiesExtensive properties:  Depend on the amount 
of substance (mass, volume)

� Solid
�Volume and shape independent of container

�Incompressible, rigid

� Liquid
�Volume independent of container, no fixed shape

�Incompressible

� Gas
�No fixed volume or shape

�compressible

� Gas
◦ Molecules far apart,
◦ Move at high speeds, collide often

� Liquid
◦ Molecules closer than those in gas,
◦ Move rapidly but can slide over each other

� Solid
◦ Molecules packed closely in definite arrangements

� CHANGING THE STATE OF MATTER DOES NOT 
CHANGE WHAT THE MATTER IS MADE OF.
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Can it be separated?Can it be separated?Can it be separated?Can it be separated?

YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo

Is it uniform?Is it uniform?Is it uniform?Is it uniform?

YesYesYesYesNoNoNoNo

� Mixtures are substances made of two or more Mixtures are substances made of two or more Mixtures are substances made of two or more Mixtures are substances made of two or more 
parts that are parts that are parts that are parts that are not combined chemically

◦Make-up or composition may vary (soil)

◦ Parts of mixtures keep their original 
properties.

◦ Parts can be separated by physical means.

�Distillation, evaporation and filtering are 
examples of physical means.

� Mixtures can be made up of any number of 
compounds or elements.

� Homogeneous mixture:  All parts are alike.
◦ Uniform
◦ Any sample contains same amount of each component.
� Milk, air and salt water are examples.

� Heterogeneous mixture:  Not every part has the same 
composition.
◦ Non-uniform
◦ One sample may have more of one component than another 

sample.
� Vegetable soup, bird seed and chocolate chip cookies are 

examples.

All Mixtures can be separated:All Mixtures can be separated:All Mixtures can be separated:All Mixtures can be separated:

Separation techniques exploit differences in 
properties of the components

� Sorting: Sorting: Sorting: Sorting: separate parts physically

� FiltrationFiltrationFiltrationFiltration:  :  :  :  To remove solid from liquid

� Distillation:Distillation:Distillation:Distillation: To boil off one or more 
components

� Chromatography:Chromatography:Chromatography:Chromatography: To exploit solubility of 
components

Can it be separated?Can it be separated?Can it be separated?Can it be separated?

YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo

Is it uniform?Is it uniform?Is it uniform?Is it uniform?

YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo

Can it be chemically separated?Can it be chemically separated?Can it be chemically separated?Can it be chemically separated?

YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo
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� Elements and Compounds
� An elementelementelementelement is a substance made of one kind 

of atom.
◦ Examples are oxygen (O) and silicon (Si).

� A compoundcompoundcompoundcompound is a substance made of two or 
more elements.
◦ Has different properties than those of the 

elements from which it is made.
◦ Example is SiO2 (glass or sand) of H2O (water).
◦ Elements are combined in a specific proportion 

and can only be separated by chemical means.

MixtureMixtureMixtureMixture CompoundCompoundCompoundCompound

Composition* may vary. Composition is constant.

Components** keep their 

original properties.

Properties are different than 

those of its components.

Components are not 

chemically combined.

Components are chemically 

combined.

Components can be 

separated by physical means.

Components usually require 

chemical means for 

separation.

*Composition = how something is made. (Compose = To make.)

**Component = a part

*** vary = differ


